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VISION AND MISSION 

  

Since its establishment, the management board of Proview clearly defined the development
path of the company which is to become a professional agent in luxury apartment segment in
inner Hochiminh. Proview specially emphasizes on properties with high liquidity, good prices, in
premium segment, attracting most of customers, both Vietnamese and foreigners.

  

Proview has been gradually building the brand on its own path, and aiming to become one of
the most typical broker in premium apartments in Saigon by 2015. In 2020, Proview will expand
the field of operations to consulting, project construction and develop housing projects in the
suburbs … Meanwhile, Proview emphasizes on meeting the customers’ expectations, providing
quality services, building a young, dynamic and responsive team.

  

We claim that our companions on the way to success are customers. We acknowledge your
feedback and contributions to make Proview increasingly better in the future.

  

ORGANIZATION:

  

We follow the open trend in organizing and operating. We are now having about 25 active
young members in the spirit of helping and cooperating with each other. Operating
independently, but the ability to collect and share information is fast and flexible. We are
approaching the goal of open three more sales offices in 2012 and five branches in 2015.

  

With active and friendly working environment, we do not require too much from all members.
Staff themselves learn, experience and work on mediation, customer service, persuasion and
negotiation skills. Contributing to the success of the company is from you. We pledge you will
receive deserved rewards for your all contributions to Proview.

  

Proview Property is a real estate agent specializing in high-class apartments and villas in
Hochiminh City. With an experienced management board and a young, creative, energetic,
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enthusiastic and professional,  Proviewland hopes to bring customers with content, satisfaction,
and even the value added of the property in the future with our motto: “Your success, Our
success”.

  

PROVIEW  Real Estate LTD., Co.

  

Add: No. 46, D1 St., Ward 25, Binh Thanh Dist., HCMC

  

0902679568 - 0933235111 Ms Yan - Email: yanlin@proview-land.vn

  

0919942121 - 0982472121 Mr Duc
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